
If the mass of the earth and all objects on it were suddenly doubled, but the
size remained the same, the acceleration due to gravity at the surface would
becomeA) 1/2 of what it now is.B) 2 times what it now is.C) 1/4 of what it
now is.D) the same as it now is.E) 4 times what it now is.
Answer:

B) 2 times what it now is

Explanation:

The acceleration due to gravity at the surface of the Earth is given by

where

G is the gravitational constant

M is the mass of the Earth

R is the Earth's radius

In this problem, the mass of the Earth is doubled:

M' = 2M

while the radius remains the same:

R' = R

so the new acceleration due to gravity would be



so, the acceleration due to gravity would become twice the current value.

Note also that the value of g does not depend on the mass of the objects involved.

No quiero ir a este restaurante la comida es horrible es el de los restaurantes mexicanos (A) peor
(B) mejor
(C) mayor
(D) menor
Your lab develops a synthetic compound that is extremely light but very durable. You test it by making a solid ball with a radius of 20.0 millimeters. Which of
the following is closest to the volume of the synthetic compound ball, in cubic millimeters?
The study of economics arises because of the necessity of choice, and the necessity of choice arises because of the fundamental problem of scarcity of resources.
False True
What is the best example of water regulating an organism’s body temperature?
14 plus 30 plus? Equals 180
Cherie works in retail and her weekly salary includes commission for the amount she sells. The equation S=400+0.15c models the relation between her weekly
salary, S, in dollars and the amount of her sales, c, in dollars. Interpret the slope of the equation.
Nos lavamos el pelo en_____.
Which of the following did you include in your response? Check all that apply. Prepare three test tubes containing reactant A. Prepare three test tubes containing
reactant B. Add one test tube of reactant B and one unknown to one test tube of reactant A. Repeat for the other two unknowns. Time the reaction until bubbling
stops. The unknown that causes the reaction to occur the quickest is the catalyst.
11 kl = _____ l

(A)1.1

(B)110

(c)1,100

(D)11,000
A 160-kg merry-go-round in the shape of a uniform, solid, horizontal disk of radius 1.50 m is set in motion by wrapping a rope about the rim of the disk and
pulling on the rope. What constant force would have to be exerted on the rope to bring the merry-go-round from rest to an angular speed of 0.600 rev/s in 2.00 s?
(State the magnitude of the force.)
Hugh Larrimore, Wilson Knight, and Frieda Perez have worked together for twelve years. They always clock in and clock out together. If one of the threesome
happens to be late, the others will wait for him or her. This commonly accepted behavior for this informal group is called a(n):
Everyone should learn a sport. Learning a sport is a great way to get exercise and have fun. There are many sports to choose from. Team sports such as baseball



and basketball are great for people who want to make friends. Other sports allow people to spend time alone. Swimming and running let people enjoy the great
outdoors by themselves. There are even sports for people who enjoy cold weather. Ice skating and skiing are fun winter sports. How does the author support the
argument?
A) by describing the sports people can do outside
B) by explaining how sports help people stay healthy
C) by explaining how sports help people make friends
D) by describing the different sports people can join
Currents at the surface of the ocean are driven by: gravity
tectonic plates
salinity
wind
The sum if five times a number and 24 is seventy-nine
Lexi did 4/5 of her homework. she had to solve 20 problems. how many problems did she solve??
Is a treehouse considered "a house" if i was like 30-40 and wanted to buy a house and settle down do you think i could like still get respected because i live in a
treehouse?
Why was the discovery of tutankhamun's tomb an unusual event?
Which concern would an advocate of offshore oil drilling most likely raise about OPEC? A. OPEC controls too much of the world's oil supply, so to reduce
economic risk, America needs domestic oil sources.

B. OPEC includes treaties that could suddenly draw the United States into a foreign war, increasing the need for oil.

C. OPEC makes it easy for companies to ship jobs overseas, which hurts the American oil industry.

D. OPEC makes it easy for American companies to build overseas oil rigs that exploit workers to produce low-priced energy.

1. Home
2. More Solution
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